SIRS Discoverer provides selected full-text articles that support grades K-8. Every article has a summary and a reading level. SIRS Discoverer’s special features include biographies, over 3000 maps, country studies and an encyclopedia.

Features include Animal Facts, Current Events, Pro/Con Leading Issues, Country Facts & Maps, Nonfiction Books and Science Fair Explorer.

Advanced Search allows limit by source type, special reference type, searching by grade level and Lexile Range.

To Access SIRS Discoverer:
- Go to SD State Library website (http://library.sd.gov)
- Click Online Resources >> A to Z Complete Listing
- Click SIRS Discoverer
- Enter your Library Barcode and

Provided by the South Dakota State Library and Institute of Museum and Library Services.
If you have questions about using this resource, contact a South Dakota Librarian.

Streamlined results page provides familiar web experience; allows users to easily narrow results by source type, grade level, Lexile, and date range; empowers users to quickly identify needed content through article summary and image preview; helps identify related topics.

Nonfiction ebooks—publishers include DK, Scholastic and more. Unlimited users per ebook.

Country Facts and Maps—historical, current and outline maps

Science Fair Explorer—simple experiments that use everyday materials

Animal facts include scientific name, habitat and more.

Penguin facts include scientific name, habitat and more.